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Appendix B 
Method of Challenging 

by Sentries 
 
 1. Do not allow unidentified personnel to closely approach your position. Halt and   identify them 
before they are close enough to be a danger to you. This precaution is   important at night and 
during other periods of poor visibility. 
 
 2. The following definitions have been approved for Marine Corps use: 
 
  a. Challenge. Any process carried out by one unit or person in order to determine   the friendly or 
hostile identity of another. 
 
  b. Reply. An answer to a challenge. 
 
  c. Password. A secret word or distinctive sound given by a sentry. 
 
  d. Countersign. A secret reply given in response to a sentry who has presented a    password; for 
example, NUTS (password), WINE (countersign). 
 
 3. An example of how to use a challenge and reply, password and countersign is shown   in 
Figure B-1. 
 
 
ACTION BY SENTRY  ACTION BY PERSON OR 
    GROUP CHALLENGED 
 
1. HALT! WHO IS (OR GOES)  1.  Halts and gives any reply which 
THERE?(challenge) Given when  indicates the person or group is 
he does not reconize the individual.  authorized to pass; e.g.,Friend, Ally,     Fire Team Returning 
From Patrol,  
    and so forth. (reply) 
2. ADVANCE (ONE) AND BE   2. Person (or group leader) advances 
RECOGNIZED.  without replying. 
 
3. HALT! (sentry halts person  3. Person halts until recognized by  
when he is close enough to be  sentry 
recognized, or to give an unre- 
cognized person the password). 
If the person is recognized by  
the sentry, he is allowed to pass. 
If not recognized the sentry gives  
the password. 
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4.  Password is given in a low  4. Countersign is given in a low tone. 
tone. 
 
5.ADVANCE ANOTHER ONE (or  5. Next member (or remainder) of  
REMAINDER) AND BE RECOG-  group advances at order of sentry to 
NIZED. Sentry calls forward   be recognized.  Group leader, or  
remainder, singly or as a group,  person designated by leader, must 
as the situation or his orders  remain with sentry to assist in  
demand.   identifying the remainder of the  
  ̀   group. 
 
 

Figure B-1. Procedure for Issuing Challenge and Reply, 
Password, and Countersign. 


